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Welcome to COA friends all over the world, especially those who have got up at unworldly 

hours to take part.  Peru, Japan, Taiwan, America, Netherlands, Greece, South Africa, New 

Zealand and many more, great we can connect.  

 

Our time is limited and I hope we will be able to ask questions and chat, but as Pat said, this 

is the first time that the COA has tried zoom seminars so please be patient with us. It‟s been a 

steep learning curve.  So first, I would really like to get on and present you with the 

symbolism that has been important for me in navigating my way through these strange times. 

As you will no doubt know, I have always been a horoscopic astrologer so my focus will be 

on charts that I think are meaningful in their symbolism. That doesn‟t mean that other forms 

of astrology are not relevant to this discussion. It‟s just that they don‟t move me in the way 

that horoscopy does. 

 

To explain further. Without doubt, the late André Barbault was on the ball with his prediction 

of a pandemic outbreak in 2020-21. Discussing in 2011 what he termed the „Cyclical Index‟ 

and solar imbalance, he wrote,  

 

“ It may well be that we are seriously threatened by a new pandemic in 2020-2021, a period 

which is at the lowest point in the Cyclic Index for the whole of the 21st century; it has a 

quintet of slow planets gathered within about 100 degrees (of each other), and which includes 

a Jupiter-Saturn-Pluto conjunction that more particularly, and even specifically, lends itself to 

the „stuff‟ of this imbalance. However, this configuration can also transfer its dissonant core 

to the field of geophysical disasters. And, in last place, it wouldn‟t spare the world of 

international business because nature and society would be indiscriminately affected.” 

 

 Barbault‟s cyclical index is an analysis of the imbalance arising in the solar system. He 

remarks,  

“ cosmic imbalance arises when powerful planets gather in clusters around the sun .... the sun 

is more active when it is de-centred in the planetary assembly”. 
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So, if we imbalance the sun we imbalance the cosmos and ourselves. Sounds like 

Shakespeare‟s „medicinable eye‟.  And of course, the corona, visible at eclipses, is the huge 

columns of the sun‟s own substance that it flings out from itself when it is disturbed, as in the 

sunspot cycles. For more on this, I refer you to Barbault‟s article republished in the current 

AA Journal (May/June 2020). 

 

The type of astrology Barbault is doing here is close to cymatics - the study of cycles - 

moving away from concrete symbols. It is not the same as horoscopy, but the two come 

together at powerful times when we study mundane astrology, mundane astrology being the 

astrology of countries, events, politics and so on. 

 

2020 Planetary Combinations 

This bunching up and imbalance of slower-moving planets has been a dominant theme of 

2020 and many astrologers have been watching the movement of Jupiter, Saturn and Pluto in 

Capricorn. But your head spins with the various combinations so I have tried to outline them 

for you. However, prior to a consideration of the astrology for 2020, as we are dealing with 

Covid-19, we should take a quick look at the horoscope for the northern hemisphere Winter 

Solstice 2019 on 22 December which was roughly when the virus was beginning to take hold. 

The solstice and equinox charts are fundamental in mundane astrology, as we shall see. 

 

Winter Solstice 2019 (slide 14) 

At the Winter Solstice we begin to see the start of the clustering of planets that create the 

solar imbalance which Barbault is concerned with. They cluster in Capricorn and Cancer in 

the 2
nd

 house of finances and given that the UK was on the brink of Brexit, this symbolism 

could be related at the time to the context of the financial implications of Brexit. It is a furtive 

map with Scorpio rising and the Moon also in secretive Scorpio in the 12
th

, house of ambush 

and self-undoing, applying to a trine of inflationary Neptune. Mars is strong in his own sign 

of Scorpio, ruling the chart, separating sextile Saturn and applying to the sextile of shady 

Pluto. In retrospect, rather than Brexit, this can be seen as the hidden build-up to corona, 

Mars in Scorpio about to rise, in contact with Pluto. This Mars will show itself to be very 

relevant as the pandemic proceeds in 2020. 

 

At the heart of the astrology of 2020 I would like to place the Jupiter-Saturn conjunction, 

forming on the coming Winter Solstice of 21 December this year but let‟s look first at the 
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planetary combinations for the year building up to this. We will interpret them later. 

 

Planetary Combination 2020 (slide 2) 

Here are some details and dates of the relevant conjunctions made, especially in Capricorn.  

The biggest event is the 20 year Jupiter-Saturn conjunction.  For those new to astrology, this 

is the conjunction which happens every 20 years and through its sign placing, it indicates the 

sign of the times. Jupiter and Saturn are known as the Markers of Time, the zeitgeist 

conjunction. For 200 years the conjunction is made in the same element, so it takes 800 years 

or so to go through all four elements. The last Jupiter-Saturn was in the year 2000 in Taurus, 

an earth sign, and the forthcoming conjunction will be in Aquarius, an air sign. It is called a 

mutation when it finally moves from one element to another. Often within the element there 

is an „aberration‟ as in 1980 when the conjunction was in a 200 year earth cycle but it fell in 

air in Libra, instead of Virgo. 

 

This Jupiter-Saturn cycle is deeply rooted in the astrological tradition and the twenty-year 

cycle of the conjunction has a human scale to it because it can be known in our lifetime. The 

Roaring Twenties, the Swinging Sixties and so on. Also, the first decade is said to be 

governed by beneficial, expansive Jupiter, the second ten years by Saturn, planet of 

boundaries and limits. The conjunction heralds changes in all of our civilisation, from 

law, authority, politics, finance, religion, education, culture and so on, depending on the sign 

it is in and the house it falls in for each country. 

 

What is operative now, however, is that as we move to the new zeitgeist of Jupiter-Saturn 

joining in Aquarius, these two planets must first finish travelling through Capricorn and as 

they do so, they hit up against Pluto, lord of the Underworld. Saturn only joins Pluto once and 

it did so on 12 January. Jupiter joins Pluto three times throughout the year, April, June and 

November. So having to navigate Pluto seems to me to be at the centre of our present 

situation, and I hope to show relevant horoscopes so we can interpret this symbolism. 

 

However, 2020 also has several other factors to overlay onto the Jupiter-Saturn navigation of 

Pluto, so please see slide 3. The first of these is Mars, which became operative at the same 

degree (22 Capricorn) where the Saturn-Pluto had joined in January. This spring, Mars sped 

over all three of the slow planets. It joined Jupiter at 22 Capricorn on the Spring Equinox, 

then it joined Pluto on the day of the UK lockdown. By the time it got to Saturn a week later, 

Saturn had moved temporarily into Aquarius. Mars does not trigger the three planets by 
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conjunction again but note, as of the end of June it very unusually stays in Aries for six 

months. This warlike position seems to be another note, something different to what we have 

been dealing with so far, not necessarily covid. 

 

Finally, for the astrology of 2020, we have an unusual situation at the Summer Solstice when, 

just after the Sun has moved into Cancer on the Longest Day, it is eclipsed on that very day. 

Plunged into darkness when the light should be at its brightest. And, of course, the Sun‟s  

corona becomes visible when the sun is eclipsed. 

 

Given the clustering and imbalance of slow planets in Capricorn, for some time astrologers 

have been expecting a shake-up in matters associated with Capricorn. There has been a lot 

written about the status quo, capitalism, corporate organisations, established traditions and 

institutions, authority and so on. Yet other than Barbault, I am not aware of anyone who 

specifically interpreted this Capricorn symbolism in advance as a pandemic. Of course, once 

corona and lockdown have happened, everyone sees the threat to the Capricorn world. 

 

June Almeida 

I now want to turn away from these general comments and begin to look specifically at 

relevant horoscopes. There has been much discussion amongst astrologers about the 

astronomy and mythology of corona, and at the etymology of the word corona, and I won‟t 

pursue them here but I do want to draw your attention to the woman who named corona. Her 

own name is June Almeida, a scientist and virologist, born in Glasgow. She emigrated to 

Canada but returned to work in the UK at St Thomas‟ hospital in London. She had a brilliant 

reputation in the late 1950s and mid 1960‟s for being able to detect and analyse viruses, using 

an electron microscope. She was able to photograph them with this machine. Now, I haven‟t 

a clue what an electron microscope actually is but I do have a photograph of it. I‟m sure 

you‟d like to see June and her electron microscope so see slide 4, or footnote below, for a 

link to the New York Times which published an article on her earlier this year. 

 

I love this photo. It is so delightful, those chaps earnestly watching her work, and the 

machine itself so stunningly phallic. All very 1950‟s and 1960‟s. Apparently when she first 

saw the virus and photographed it, she thought it had spikes on it, like the corona of the sun. 

So she and her colleague named it corona. I don‟t have her time of birth yet but given the 

solar interest, a chart of sunrise for her birthday might at least show us where her planets are 

and give us a sense of what else the sun brings into being on that day.  
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So please slide 5. 

Here at sunrise we see June is a Libran but setting in the west is Uranus, so she has a 

powerful Sun-Uranus opposition. Uranus, planet of technology and innovation, opposite the 

Sun, is like using a scientific instrument to see the spikes of the sun. She „invents‟ the corona 

through her electron microscope. She also uses her dignified Saturn in Capricorn, her science, 

to create a photographic method, Saturn trine Neptune in Virgo.  

 

But look at what is highest in the sky and is also born on that day as the sun comes up. We 

have a Jupiter-Pluto conjunction, right next to Mars. Moreover, this triple conjunction is 

between 18 and 22 Cancer, opposite the Jupiter-Pluto-Mars in Capricorn of 2020. Her Mars 

at 22 degrees is in fact opposite the 22 degrees Capricorn of the Saturn-Pluto conjunction in 

January, and opposite the Mars-Jupiter conjunction at 22 Capricorn in the Spring Equinox. I 

will come shortly to why Mars is such a key player here. Although I imagine that some of 

you cannot but smile at the showing of this phallic Mars, and the photo of the rather rocket-

like electron microscope which the men in the photo are focused on.  Alongside the rather 

large, Jupiterian,  Pluto-Mars in her chart. 

 

By looking at a natal chart like this, we get some sense of horoscopy but in dealing with such 

public events, we do need to follow the traditions of mundane astrology. These are very clear 

and we don‟t need to dredge up asteroids or whatever to understand a usual mundane 

approach. The mundane tradition dictates that the Equinoxes and Solstices show the signs of 

the times for any particular country. They are operative for three months, until the next 

equinox or solstice. I suggest that if we follow these charts we will see a pathway through this 

corona, lockdown crisis. If you‟re abroad please recast these charts for your own country 

because not every country will deal with the issue the same way. Having said this, one 

wonders if, because of the world time zones running from the Greenwich meridian, the 

London charts might act as a broader signature for us all. This may be especially so as the 

UK has so far been the worst hit country amongst developed nations with a death rate that far 

exceeds the USA in terms of deaths per million of the population. 

 

I will show the charts for London but urge you, whichever country you are in, to re-compute 

for your capital city. In looking at these charts, I am not seeking to establish the „birth‟ of the 

virus, not going back to Wuhan, the World Health Organisation, events in the UK or 

whatever. It is not that these are not relevant but I am more interested in showing the 
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symbolism of what‟s going on for us, here, now and in the immediate future, than I am in 

seeking to define the early origins of corona. So let‟s go bit by bit through these Equinoxes 

and Solstice charts, understanding that each chart heralds the forthcoming three months. 

 

Spring Equinox (see slide 6). 

This is a truly stunning chart. The Spring Equinox is on Friday 20 March, the day the UK 

government had declared the schools would close down at the end of the day. Many expected 

a lockdown was imminent and this occurred on the coming Monday, 23 March. Immediately 

we can see a clustering of the planets, if not all in one sign at least in the first and second 

houses. A clear imbalance of planets in orbit of the Sun. 

 

The slow moving cluster of planets in Capricorn that we have been concerned with are now 

dominating the horizon. 24 Capricorn rises and Pluto is slap-bang on the London Ascendant 

at 24 Capricorn. Pluto, the Greek Hades, lord of the underworld and keeper of the dead, is 

rising. He has come up from the underworld and Greek scholar Walter Otto tells us that Pluto 

only rises when he is moved by desire, or when an angry man curses and beats the earth with 

his fist. As astrologers, we have probably all been brought up hearing the myth of Pluto and 

Persephone. Moved by his desire, Pluto captured her, raped her and as a consequence, after 

interventions by his brother Jupiter and barren conditions on earth created by her earth 

goddess mother Demeter, a deal was struck. Persephone spent six months in the underworld 

with Pluto, creating winter on earth, and at spring, six months on the earth, making it fertile.  

 

But this is the northern hemisphere SPRING Equinox. Persephone should be rising, not Pluto 

himself. He is sitting on the eastern horizon, the dawn point where the Sun itself rises, 

marking the day. Now, since corona, on every day that dawns we enter Pluto's realm of the 

dead. We watch the news to hear how many people have died today. Every day, there is a 

new death count and we measure our own being by it.  

 

When Pluto rises from the underworld, he is said to wear an invisible helmet. When he rises 

each day, he obliterates normality and time itself. We no longer know what day it is. What 

day is it today you frequently ask yourself. No idea. Pluto voids the horizon, the meeting 

point of sky and earth, gods and men, and you lose your bearing in the scheme of things. You 

cannot see invisible Pluto, his discovery heralded the radiation and tiny atom he rules over, so 

we are unable to see what we are dealing with. We must suspect that he also rules this 

invisible virus. Pluto in Capricorn is in Saturn‟s sign, planet and sign of time and old age. 
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Pluto‟s deadly claim is on the old, not the young. He invades their institutions, the care 

homes, mocking Capricorn‟s opposite sign of caring, homey Cancer. He has wreaked havoc 

in government which is forced into a void, into propaganda to maintain power. Discovered 

originally in 1930, Pluto is associated with the rise of absolute and autocratic power itself, 

especially the rise of the fascism. Unknown, invisible, of the underworld, Pluto generates one 

conspiracy theory after another. 

 

Pluto on the horizon is also dividing Jupiter above the horizon and Saturn below.  He 

prevents the new social order represented by their 20-year conjunction from coming 

about.  Instead, we find warrior Mars in his exaltation in Capricorn about to run rampant over 

the three planets. Mars is only 11‟ arc away from Jupiter and his contact will be made that 

day. What is this Mars about? It is exalted lord of the 10th and thus has authority in the 

matter, but its nature does not suggest the speed, control and dignity of the UK government‟s 

behaviour,  Exalted planets are often said to be arrogant, and that might apply to government 

attitudes, but it is not enough of a reading of this Mars. It seems it is the pandemic itself. 

Graeme Tobyn, herbalist and medical historian, reminded me that according to traditional 

medical astrology, Mars has always symbolised pestilent diseases. He predicted, correctly, 

using horary timing of a degree for a week, that when Mars changed signs in just over seven 

degrees (= 7 weeks) and moved from Capricorn into Aquarius, in mid-May there would be a 

change in the lockdown situation. The pandemic would enter a new phase. This has proved to 

be so. 

 

The very close conjunction of Mars and Jupiter at the Spring Equinox chart, on the horizon, 

suggests a pestilence (Mars) affecting the lungs (Jupiter). The Jupiterian rulership of the 

lungs might surprise some modern astrologers who believe that the lungs are ruled by 

Mercury. This is incorrect. Mercury rules the shoulders, arms and hands and just because 

Mercury symbolises communication and communication is an air attribute does not mean that 

the lungs themselves are Mercurial. Lungs are large and fleshy and have always been given to 

Jupiter in medical astrology. Jupiter also rules the blood and the disease is known to form 

tiny blood clots throughout the body.  Hence in this chart, Jupiter is besieged by Mars and 

Pluto, a pestilence (Mars) affecting the lungs (Jupiter) that can be deadly (Pluto). Remember, 

also, that this Mars-Jupiter at 22 Capricorn falls at the same 22 Capricorn as the Saturn-Pluto 

conjunction in January. Deadly times come home to roost and it is Mars which turns the 

Saturn-Pluto into a dangerous pestilence. 
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The lockdown itself a few days after the Equinox on 23rd brings Mars to the conjunction of 

Pluto. At this, we are in the grip of the pestilence. We cannot actually DO (Mars) anything. 

Everything the government does is overwhelmed by Pluto, out of its depth. The needs of the 

older generation in the care institutions are not seen. With the UK setting a horrific example, 

so much is missing, absent, non-existent like Pluto – no PPE, no testing, no track-and-trace, 

no spare medics to work in the empty London Nightingale, no truth. Saturn misses the boat at 

the end of Capricorn, 29 Capricorn 50, everything is out of control and done too late. 

 

So what of the general public? The people in a mundane chart are shown by the Moon in 

Aquarius, here intercepted, locked down in the first house. The sociable Aquarian Moon 

applies to the square of Venus, but it must socially distance. Not too difficult for cool 

Aquarius, but not pleasing to friendly, sociable Venus in Taurus in 3rd who loves to be with 

people she loves, having a meal and a natter. And always we hear cries of wash your hands, 

wash your hands, Mercury in Pisces. At 2 degrees of Pisces. Happy Birthday to You, twice. 

Our communication, Mercury, is debilitated in Pisces but with Mercury sextile Uranus on the 

third, we can zoom into the computer and go online.  

 

Finally, the Sun itself on this Equinox for the UK falls in the second house of money and 

resources, with boundless Neptune in Pisces on the cusp of the 2nd. An amazing and 

unbelievable money tree suddenly springs up to furlough workers, give grants and offer 

loans. The only applying aspect to this Neptune is from the sextile of Venus, planetary ruler 

of earthy Taurus cash, as we wonder if this is for real or just another imaginary oasis.  

 

The Summer Solstice (slide 7) 

So let‟s look now at the Summer Solstice. How striking. It is the same Ascendant, 24 

Capricorn, Pluto again at 24 Capricorn, as the Spring Equinox. This is not due to some 

technical inevitability when dealing with charts pf the equinoxes and solstices. It is an 

extraordinary symbolic coincidence. The horizon is the same. Nothing changes, then. We are 

as we were. Jupiter is still next to Pluto and Saturn is still hanging around the first house. 

Finance is still a Pisces muddle and struggle as Neptune and Mars straddle the 2
nd

 house. 

Mercury and Venus are both retrograde  (shown in red). Yet there is one important striking 

new factor, the almost partile Moon square Mars, only one minute of arc applying. People are 

getting very angry now and there is rebellion and social unrest. They are concerned about 

their children, pleasures, holidays (Moon in 5
th

), their jobs (Moon ruling 6
th

), their money 

(Mars 2
nd

) and the government itself (Mars ruling 10
th

). The Moon in Gemini separates 
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square Neptune and applies square Mars in Pisces, a second (Gemini twins) wave (Pisces-

Neptune). Or a spike (Mars). Call it what you will, wave or spike, but it is imminent due to it 

being almost partile. 

 

However, there is mutual reception between the Moon and Mercury. If made by degree, as 

Derek Appleby proposed, this could turn the Moon-Mars into a trine, instead of a square. 

When the reception is made by degree, Mercury moves to 14 Gemini and the Moon moves to 

25 Cancer. This turning of the Moon-Mars square into a trine would prevent the second 

spike. What does making the move by mutual reception mean that we actually have to do? 

This Moon in Gemini receiving Mercury in Cancer suggests contact tracing. Going back 

(retrograde Mercury) over who we have been in touch with. Moreover, when the Moon does 

go to 25 Cancer, she just separates from the opposition of the Jupiter-Pluto so that through 

contact tracing, we can see who has been ill with the virus and separate ourselves from them. 

It could be that some countries will do this, some won‟t. It will save the day, or otherwise. 

Yet on this Longest Day, we also have an Eclipse. 

 

Solstice Eclipse  (slide 8)  

I cannot see much in this chart, as you would expect with an eclipse. I am sure June Almeida 

would see things. Her Sun at 11 Libra is on the IC, her Uranus is on the MC. This is when the 

corona could become visible., when the Sun is eclipsed. Do we stay eclipsed and in the dark? 

Or is this when whatever we are dealing with becomes visible? Maybe we begin to move 

towards a vaccine? What was it, then, in the Sun‟s corona that reminded Almeida of what she 

could actually see in the covid virus? We can‟t see through her electron microscope but we 

do have some corona images. 

 

Corona image   (slide 9) 

The Sun‟s corona becomes visible at an eclipse when the Moon blots out the Sun. Almeida 

thought the virus was like the corona because it attaches itself by its spikes, like the spikes 

coming out of the sun. Note how we now talk more of a second „spike‟, rather than a second 

„wave‟. 

 

Beneath the Eclipse, Sun Burning  (slide 10) 

This is what is under the eclipse, or if you could see it, the other side of the Sun‟s globe. The 

Sun has huge electrical storms, it is very atomic, surrounded by gases, tremendous 

explosions. You can see why people think sun spots are important and seek to measure when 
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the Sun has powerful sunspots or becomes imbalanced.  June Almeida pioneered scientific 

work on the symmetrical structure of viruses but perhaps it was also this burning, explosive 

nature of the Sun which led her to begin a journal article with an ode to the electron 

microscope. With apologies to Blake and his tiger, she writes: 

 

Virus, virus, shining bright, 

In the phosphotungstic night, 

What immortal hand or eye, 

Dare frame thy fivefold symmetry? 

 

The Autumn Equinox  (slide 11) 

Fortunately for us, as the Equinoxes and Solstices proceed, we can begin to see signs of a re-

balancing and restoration. So let‟s move through the remaining charts. At the Autumn 

Equinox, notable by now is the sheer anger of the public, calling the authorities to account. 

Note the T-square of the Mercury-Mars opposition up and down the meridian, square Pluto 

and Saturn. Much is retrograde, going back over what has happened, a reckoning and calling 

to account. However, we are still not finished yet, Jupiter-Pluto are still present. 

 

The Winter Solstice 2020 (slide 12) 

There is still more to do! Capricorn planets are hanging around although now at last the 

Jupiter- Saturn new cycle is about to begin, it is literally on the horizon. A new cycle of 

twenty years is about to begin as the two join later in the day on the Solstice. We can expect 

it to be Aquarian in nature, more humanitarian, more equal, more sociable and friendly, 

especially governed by beneficial Jupiter for the first ten years. Yet Aquarius is also 

dogmatic, principled, utilitarian, scientific so we mustn‟t get too rosy-eyed about any changes 

in the social order, especially when Saturn governs the last ten years. It is also not an earth 

sign so it is doubtful that ecological issues will prevail. Their ideas, yes. In practice, not so 

certain. However Aquarius is the water carrier so expect lots of issues around investment in 

irrigation facilities! At this Solstice for the UK we are not out of the woods yet because there 

is still a Mars square Pluto to deal with. Mars is in the second of money and although Mars 

has dignity in Aries, Pluto in the 12
th

 has an undermining power. 

 

The Spring Equinox 2021  (slide 13) 

At last! The Capricorn cluster has gone, things are far more spread out. The Spring Equinox 

Sun is conjunct an exalted Venus, planet of good tines, sociability, joy. Mars is bottled up in 
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the 12th, contained by a trine of a dignified Saturn in Aquarius. Pluto is now on his own in 

the 8th, forced back into the underworld. But most striking, Jupiter at 20 Aquarius is on the 

MC. Jupiter is the benevolent planet, protective, hopeful, generous, sociable and friendly in 

humane Aquarius, out in the open in the MC. No longer staying at home. 

 

The Moon in Gemini applies to the trine of Jupiter and only 7 minutes of arc later, applies to 

the square of Neptune. It is so very close, Jupiter at 20 Aquarius 52, Neptune at 20 Pisces 59,  

but the Moon, the people, get to Jupiter first. As he is meant to do, Jupiter the Protector 

protects us, in this case, he protects us from hitting the square of Neptune. This could well be 

a vaccine, especially a jab of Mars trine Saturn, stopping the contagion (Neptune). 

 

So by the time of the Spring Equinox of 2021, Jupiter, free from fall in Capricorn, in 

Aquarius, takes up a place of authority on the MC and restores hope to humanity. We can go 

to the pub again, and meet our friends again. For this, we remember to give thanks to 

individuals like June Almeida. Both Mars and Pluto, co-rulers of Scorpio, symbolise Covid-

19 and its effects. At the Spring Equinox of 2020 when Mars crossed Jupiter it did so at 22 

Capricorn. Almeida‟s Mars was opposite this at 22 Cancer so her work took it head on. Note 

that in June Almeida‟s chart (slide 5), whatever her birthtime, Jupiter is exalted in Cancer and 

is in mutual reception and trine to her Moon in Pisces. Her electron microscope, able to see 

the virus shining in the phosphotungstic night (!), may yet turn out to protect us all. 

 

© Maggie Hyde                                                                               moderator: Pat Blackett 

24 May 2020 

 

*  For photo and article on June Almeida, see New York Times May 8 2020 updated May 10 

and currently available: 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/08/obituaries/june-almeida-overlooked-
coronavirus.html 
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